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Through persistent efforts , the informationalization construction for Yunnan 
Local Tax Bureau has experienced a tough journey that the growth comes from 
nothing and the changes from decentralization to centralization. Office automation 
system has been built and the long-term stable operation is on the run. WAN extends 
from the provincial bureaus to states (cities), counties and primary branches 
(departments) , and video conference is opened to the county. All of these above 
achieve a preliminary data concentration, end the days when we still used manual 
billing, and initially realize the initial paperless office working. However, due to the 
constraints of concepts and ideas , informationalization construction in Yunnan Local 
Tax Bureau started from a lower point , the extent of data concentration is not enough, 
and the development and application level is not high , which can not meet the 
relevant business needs, thus the overall level of the tax system is relatively backward 
in China. To change this situation and achieve the catch-up, the only way is to 
vigorously strengthen technology-control of tax work, trying best to make sure the 
concept is up-to-date, goal is high, vision is far, and efforts are large. In accordance 
with the principle of integration, we adhere to business driver and technological 
support and let the information technology widely used in tax work, using the 
technology informationalization to promote modernization of tax administration and 
constantly improve service quality, increase efficiency, reduce costs of tax collection 
levied and promote harmony of taxation and compliance. Promoting the collection 
and management reform, restructuring of operation, process reengineering and image 
restoring are all needed to provide solid support and security for the local taxation to 
achieve scientific development, harmonious development and leapfrog development. 
The operation of teller machines based on the touch-screen multimedia technology 
must be the trend in the future. 
This paper analyzes the necessity and feasibility of developing touch-screen 
query system , and briefly describes three-tier structure as well as ASP.NET, 
ADO.NET and other NET pivotal technologies. And it also does some horizontal 
















Based on the analysis of requirement of the touch-screen query system, and 
according to the requirements of Yunnan land tax’s actual business management 
function, this paper determines the system structure used by building the system and 
mainly focuses on the detailed design of the system. On the .NET platform, using the 
concepts related to system architecture, it discusses the specific function achievement, 
including the SQL server database design and implementation, and finally carried out 
functional tests. 
This paper designs and develops the touch-screen query system, meeting the 
requirement of fast information query by taxpayer and the tax authorities announcing 
and propagandizing their business. At the same time it proposed the concept of ATM 
taxation and provide a reference for the design and implementation of ATM taxation 
in the future. 
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